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Abstract 
 
Blockchain is being used for sharing of data among the different nodes. In respect to maintain 
the confidentiality of data, the blockchain has been adopted with its high value data secrecy. 
Sensor nodes and blockchain nodes have been considered and concept of Diffie-Hellman is 
been employed in connection with both mentioned nodes. In this article/concept, Message 
authentication code (MAC) was adopted so that the secrecy of data can be protected 
thereafter, calculated the transition time i.e., time involved in transferring data from sensor 
nodes to blockchain nodes. One of the prominent methods which has come into the light 
smooth transaction of data and to ensure a stable security is blockchain Technology. Using the 
IoT with the backing of blockchain technology enables a system to work more smoothly.  The 
Healthcare status of a patient can easily be tracked by using IoT. It is very big challenge in 
today’s time to interlink block chain technology with Internet of things (IoT). Both the nodes 
are linked with shared key and it generate a common code referred as HMAC signature. The 
concept of machine learning introduced to remove the outliers of data before feeding it into 
the sensor node. The outcomes/result/research shows that as the test load is increasing, the 
corresponding throughout is getting advance/increase and after attaining a particular 
threshold it starts dropping.  Thereafter the phenomenon is  best  suitable for IoT system. 
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1 Introduction 
In the era, the blockchain technology plays a vital role in the field of IoT in Healthcare sector has 
become very critical path in today’s time. On the one side where it provides numerous help for the 
treatment of patient, where is on the other side there is always a concern about the security of data 
[1]. In a generalized term transferring the data is always subjected to theft, loss, or illegal use of the 
data [2-3]. There is a necessary requirement to establish a system where the data can be transferred 
from one device to another without any security concerns [4-5]. One of the prominent methods which 
has come into the light smooth transaction of data and to ensure a stable security is blockchain 
Technology. Using the IoT with the backing of blockchain technology enables a system to work more 
smoothly. The Healthcare status of a patient can easily be tracked by using IoT [6]. There are lot 
more medical devices which can relate to internet and a local system can be created for close 
monitoring of a patient. 
 
The physical interaction with the doctor can also be avoided to any extent by using IoT. The exact  data 
generated from patient body can directly be transmitted to a Healthcare organization where the 
feedback based on the health situation, can be communicated to patient itself [7-8]. The only concern 
here is the transmission of the data may be subjected to theft or loss If the data transmit through 
various local service. The data security depends upon the trust of local servers. Blockchain technology 
is a ledger act as a distributed manner, sharable, immutable. 
 
Whatever the information we are sharing it can store in ledger and transparent. All the blocks are to 
be connected each other. In each block, they can store all the information regarding transactions. 
Whatever the data are having it cannot be changed, tempered, or modified. If any node is updated in 
the blockchain it will affect to each node. Only when the additional block has been added into the 
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blockchain if the previous hash been verified. Previous hash value will be reflected into the next block. 
One of the important protocols that will be used in the blockchain is consensus algorithms. Every 
transaction would be completely verified, secured and transparent [9-10]. That will create trust worthy 
environment in the blockchain network. With the help of consensus protocol if any new block is added 
then each this protocol must be responsible for all the nodes that was agreed and for taking the 
authority of the blockchain network. 
 

 
Figure 1: Representation of Blocks in Blockchain 

 
In the Fig. 1 Represents blocks with data and reference. In blockchain technology, various consensus 
algo- rithm exists (proof of stake, Proof of work, practical byzantine fault tolerance, proof of burn, 
proof of capacity). Proof of work is used for mining purpose.  Generally, Bitcoin can use this consensus 
algorithm.  This algorithm was used in for solving mathematical puzzle that will give solution [11-12]. 
It can used more computational power at the same time it can mine the next block generation also. In 
the case of POS, here Ethereum was shifted from POF to POS. Instead using costly hardware for solving 
difficult problems, validators are to be used for solving the problems. These validators spend in the 
coins of the system, some of the coins are to be stake [10-13]. 
 

 
Figure 2: Representation of types of blockchain technology 

 
In the Fig. 2, there are three types of blockchain: private blockchain, public blockchain and federated 
blockchain. Field of public blockchain, every node will take the participation and  use  their  resources  
and eligible to take participate in the consensus mechanism [13]. The authority of the public blockchain 
is the de- centralized and having the transaction speed is slow. The mechanism that was used in this is 
the permission-less and their efficiency is low. Having to provide the read and write access to every 
user who participated in the blockchain network [14-15]. Every field like Internet of things (IoT), 
Health-care, Agriculture, Insurance, Real estate, Money transfers, Supply chain tracking, Missile data 
security etc. [20-21]. 
In the Fig. 3, it shows the application of Blockchain technology works as a block and these blocks are 
to be 
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Figure 3: Applications of Blockchain Technology 
 
connected to each other and their applications works in every field like Internet of things (IoT), Health-
care, Agriculture, Insurance, Real estate, Money transfers, Supply chain tracking, Missile data security 
etc. [16-17]. 
 

2 Related Work 
Rathee, G et. al. [1] proposed that it can reduce the human effort with the help of preserving 
transparency and they will save the IOT smart sensors from hackers and give the transparency with 
the help of blockchain technology create into the number of blocks. We can see number of security 
issues like falsification attack, delay in authentication etc. 
 
Mohanta, B. K. et. al. [2] proposed that resolve the security issue with the help of the formulae CIA 
(Confidentiality, Integrity, and availability) using the concept of machine learning and blockchain 
technology. It can remove the traditional IOT system. They can face number of challenges like 
integrity, confidentiality etc. 
 
Haris, R. M. [3] proposed that embedded the 5G in IOT devices and using the function of control and 
management and via NFV it can implement the 5G technology. In this paper it can face number 
of issues in blockchain technology like regulation, standardization etc. that can be resolved with the 
help of Artificial intelligence, Blockchain technology. 
 
Wu, Y. [4] proposed that it can use IOT devices and apply blockchain technology with the concept 
of con- sensus mechanism. Blockchain and their IOT sensors can share their key for creating Hash based 
authentication code and use to random function it can create block nodes. Block node is that node who 
won the election called offline fast election node. Before block nodes upgraded into the blockchain 
process, methods of AI are also introduced to remove the outliers of sensors. 
 
Atlam, H. F [5] proposed about the IOT sensors are to be connected to each other and sharing the 
informa- tion to all nodes. Author sees the major issue regarding centralized infrastructure, it can be 
resolved with the help decentralized. 
 
Da Xu, L. [7] about the Internet of things (IOT), faces the key challenges of security, reliability, 
and their transparency. With the help of blockchain and their most significant feature that is 
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decentralized. All the nodes are to connected and taking the property of smart contract, data 
encryption, decryption, proof of work, proof of stake, and taking the most important feature is 
consensus mechanism. 
 
El Rahman, S. A. [8] proposed that all the patient’s information was to be recorded with the help of 
internet of things (IoT). This paper more focused on security and their privacy when taking the 
information from patient data. Difficult to maintain the data integrity. 
 
Singh, P. [26] describes about the blockchain technology which is distributed in nature containing 
different strategies i.e., private blockchain, public blockchain and consortium blockchain. In this paper 
they also pre- sented about the whole description of blockchain like authentication, privacy, 
confidential data. 
 
Humayun, M. [27] proposed Smart logistic enables the easy and smooth way of transport the things. 
With new technology And involvement of IoT, the logistics has become very much easy going and 
reduced the lead time to a great extent. It requires less resources like men power, vehicles, paperwork 
etc. while being more reliable on digital technology. However, it may involve the concern of data theft 
and lead to privacy invasion. However, the application of blockchain with IoT will enhance the system 
of digital logistic with more security. 
 
Fakhri,  D. [28] proposed whatever the security issues in IOT. It can be resolved by blockchain 
technology gives the platform where secure communication taken place. Smart contracts are to be 
used in blockchain technology for security aspects. 
 
Farouk, A. [29] explained that how the healthcare industry works and they impact the information tech- 
nology. Effects the privacy of confidential data and their security. This technology improves the 
efficiency, robustness, and their transparency. 
 
Kumar, N. M. [30]  this  paper  tells  that  IoT is  centralized  via  which  their  server fails  then  
automatically all the data are to effected so blockchain is one of the technologies that comes under 
this and because of their nature it is decentralized. Their aspects resolve many problems of the IoT. 
 

Table1: Represents the different techniques used 

Ref. Year Network 
function 
virtualization 
technique 

Diffie-Hellman 
technique Algo. 

Ethereum, 
Hyper-ledger 
and IOTA 

Tool 

Mohanta,B.K.et.al[2] 2020 yes yes  iFog simulator 

Haris, R. M. et.al.[3] 2020 yes yes yes Solidity 

Wu, Y. et. al. [4] 2020 yes   iFog simulator 

Atlam, H.F.et.al.[5] 2020 yes   Solidity 

Atlam, H. F. et. al. [6] 2018   yes iFog simulator 

Da Xu. et. al. [7] 2021  yes  iFog simulator 

Singh, P., et. al. [26] 2021 yes  yes Solidity 

Humayun, M. et. al.[9] 2020  yes  Solidity 

 
Table1 specifies that how the authors contributed different technique in different technique proposed. 
 
Problem Statement 

1. First issue was the nature of IoT is the central hub where all the nodes are to relate to the central 
node if any circumstances the central hub was failed then all the nodes are to be affected. That was 
the biggest challenge to be faced. 

2. Second issue is their efficiency problem because all the connected nodes is having heavy resources in the 
network. With the help of these heavy resources faces the issue of efficient. 

3. Third issue is the maintenance problem because there is a lot of nodes and that all the nodes are to 
be connected to only the single hub.  It is also a very big challenge to face the issue i.e., maintenance 
via which the problem of security also come. 
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3 Methodology 
Combined blockchain with IoT is highly challenging. IoT sensors with high rate of data using the 
method of consensus. The nodes which can be used in blockchain using the Diffie-Hellman key 
exchange. In network layer, blockchain nodes and sensors nodes are to be used the key for same 
negotiation to create the Hash -Based Message Authentication Code (HMAC). This HMAC is used in 
sensors for valid transactions and random func- tion used for block nodes[18-19]. Blockchain and their 
IoT sensors can share their key for creating Hash based authentication code and use to random function 
it can create block nodes. Block node is that node who won the election called fast election offline 
node. Before the nodes that was blocked upgraded into a blockchain process, methods of AI are also 
described to eliminate the outliers of sensors. 
 

Consensus Mechanism 

3.1 Protocol (Shared Keys): According to Fig.4. In perception layer, sensors were 
attached with blockchain nodes and sharing the Diffie Hellman key in between these 
nodes. 

(a) Nodes that are in the layer of network and sensors in perception layer, both can share the prime 
number p and base q. 

(b) Choose private key r in sensors and after that send public key S to the blockchain nodes. 
S = qrmodp (1) 

(c) Blockchain nodes choose the private key t and after that send public key W to the sensor’s nodes. 
W = qtmodp (2) 

(d) In Sensor nodes, calculate the value of shared key: 
Xsensor = Wrmodp (3) 
(e) In Blockchain nodes, calculate the value of shared key: 
Xtc − node = Stmodp (4) 
Including these two equations, X sensor = X tc-node the nodes of blockchain using the key and to 
create hash message. 

(f) authentication code signatures for sensor transaction. 

• Verification process in sensor: After receiving the whole process of transaction, that can be 
divided into further parts. 

– In sensor, verify the whole signature (HMAC) of data. 

– In whole process find out the abnormal data and label them. 

• Verification in data of sensor signature. 

– In this article, MAC was used to integrity and data source and HMAC key that was shared used 
for both the ends i.e., source or destination. HMAC is to be calculated as: 
HMAC (key, data) =H ((Key0 XOR opad) —— (Key0 XOR ipad) —— data)) 
Where: H: Hash Function opad: outside complete data 
ipad: inside the data the procedure for synchronization the sensors of the data in-between the 
transactions fx is as follows: info. =bytes (fx.sender) ——bytes(fx.time)——bytes(fx.value). where bytes 
used for byte-code stream 
 

 
Figure 4: Agreement between sensor and blockchain nodes 

 
In the Fig. 4 represents the sharing information between the blockchain nodes and sensor nodes, 
Diffie- Hellman exchange algorithm was used. 

 
Table 2: Structure of transaction between sensor nodes and blockchain nodes 

S.No. Domain Data Types Explanation 

1 Transmitting Node String Identity of sensor node 

2 Transmitting timing Integer Timestamp of Linux 

3 Value of sensor node Floating value Data of sensor sampling 

4 Message authentication code (MAC) String Code(MAC) 
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Figure 5: IoT system model based on blockchain 

 
In the Fig.5, EHR is a digital form of the data, that include complete history about the medical 
treatment of a patient, genetic information related to another necessary information which can be 
helpful in order to give the effective treatment to that individual. It also includes the bio-metric data 
such as finger print, blood group and patient centric information within[22-23].The instant 
availability of all such data to the medical team can help to a great extent. Now the concern for 
the availability of the information in given point of period with full reliability without causing any 
damage and theft to the data. An attempt has been made to solve the problem with the help of BC 
and edge framework, which uses a decentralize mode of data storage would ensure reliability during 
data transmission and reduce concern about any data theft and manipulation. In the Fig.6,  Edge 
framework is a concept which allow to compute the date and also store the data that too nearer 
to the source. It reduces the processing time as well as saves the bandwidth. Now, we need to build up 
a rigid structure by using IoT, Edge framework with the interaction of BC in order to realize the 
actual use of it[24-25]. 
 

1. Layer in Blockchain 

(a) This layer is responsible for the primary services i.e., peer to peer communication, identity 
manage- ment and using the main important algorithm i.e., Consensus algorithm. 

2. Hyper-ledger 

(a) It is an open-source project which can used for or to create the distributed ledger. It can help 
to build the applications that can be used by the industries. 

3. Smart Contract 
Most probably because of their highly lot of resources are to be connected in the network. 
 
First concern 

 
Figure 6: Framework of Blockchain network with IoT server of healthcare system 

• The first concern in the IoT is the things where things are to be connected to the IoT network 
that are not scalable and their computing power is very small. 
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Second concern 

• The second concern in the IoT is too difficult to manage all the things into the single one. 
 

Using the blockchain in IOT 
With the nature of decentralization in blockchain, it does not rely on third party.  In the Fig.7, All the 
nodes are transparent and maintains the record and achieve high availability of the system. It can work 
on access control, node to node communication and storage computability[26-27]. 
 

4 Result 
As we consider the blockchain with IOT we analysis after comparison our proposed to the xyz. There 
are some changes in transaction delay in transaction time: In Fig.8, transaction time is the time 
when the data from   
 

 
Figure 7: Transaction delay between the nodes 

 
sensors to block nodes submitted. The delay in time is separated into the two sections. 
 
Latency = Latency1 + Latency2(5) 
where latency1 is the time from the nodes in sensor into the completion in gateway and latency2 is the 
time when the transaction in gateway to block nodes. As shown in fig.6. shows that the systematic 
structure of transaction delay. 
 

 
Figure 8: Analysis in transaction delay 

 
In the Fig.9,the proposed system gave few positive results as compared to previous studies. Proven that 
transmission delay is comparatively low in fog cloud system than standalone IoT architecture but in 
blockchain networks turns almost zero if set efficiently[30-31]. 
 
In the Fig.10, it shows the transmission delay in between IoT, Fog and Blockchain and the Fig.11, it 
shows the transaction time in IoT where all the nodes are to be connected. In the Fig,12, To compare 
different network architecture performances in this study we have conducted few tests on DevTools 
for operating system[28-29]. Network is simulated over range of 5 to 40 nodes. These nodes are low 
powered wireless personal/regional net- works in connection feature. From above transaction 
comparison between two stages, we can take an average transaction rate of 70 to 75 bytes. In the 
Fig.13, Assuming average transaction size be 72 bytes and fixed size number of nodes. We calculated 
communication time between nodes in blockchain and IoT only architecture. 
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Finally, we will be evaluating avalanche effect of hash function used in each architecture.Below results 
concludes that proposed consensus method has good hash result because changes in input produces low 
changes in its output too. HMAC has higher level of security that SHA-256[32-34]. 
 
 

 
Figure 9: Comparison between the two stages 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Transmission delay over different connection 
 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Average transaction time in IoT 
 

 
Figure 12: Average transaction time in Blockchain IoT architecture 
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Figure 13: Avalanche effect on hash function 

 
 

5 Conclusion 
Since the various tests carried out it can be proven that Blockchain - IoT system can solve many 
issues related to security feature in medical services, data exchange transmission problems and 
integrity guarantee.  This can be seen through transmission delay, time estimation over different 
architecture and avalanche effect on hash function with and without blockchain in IoT. 
 
Data Availability: The authors confirm that all data underlying the findings are fully available 
without restriction. Given simulation results are based on XCT results including data set for open-
access use, are available at NSIT. 
Digital Repository: https://doi.org/10.18434/mds2-2291. 
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